
   

 
 
 

District 5010’s Leadership Lab is an advanced learning hands-on leadership 
experience. It is designed for members interested in expanding their 
knowledge about Rotary, seeking a venue to refine leadership skills or find 
new leadership strategies to apply in all aspects of their lives.  
 
The Lab is especially applicable to those who may wish to 
participate in future Rotary leadership positions in their clubs 
or in other avenues of Rotary service, or find effective methods 
and tools to more effectively conduct Rotary work and lead 
others for higher-impact outcomes. This 8-month series of 
online and hands-on learning topics and tools is conducted 
from September through April and includes optional group 
sessions. It can be conducted at your own pace. 
 
Participation is open to all Rotarians who are considering 
Rotary leadership positions now or in the future.  Presidents 
elect are especially encouraged to enroll in the Lab as an 
important step in their preparation to serve as club presidents.  
 

Who Should Participate? 
§ Presidents elect  
§ Presidents nominee 
§ Past club presidents who would like to become involved in Rotary 

leadership or other opportunities outside the club 
 
In addition, Rotarians who: 
§ Are considering a club leadership position in the future 
§ Want to learn more about Rotary and its programs, and would like to 

be more involved in its work in local and world communities 
§ Would like to enhance personal and professional leadership skills for 

application in any part of their lives 
 
Participants are nominated by their clubs or district leaders, or may be self nominated and 
confirmed by their clubs. 



   

 

 
 

The Benefits  
In addition to the personal and professional benefits to the 
participants, clubs will find that the work of the Leadership Lab 
participants will strengthen and energize the entire club. It will 
motivate other members to take on new Rotary challenges and 
provide an enthusiastic leader who brings new ideas and 
strategies to strengthen the club. 

 
 

Topics 
§ Building a Strong Foundation: Amplify Knowledge about Rotary, the Organization and Tools  
§ Building a More Dynamic Club 
§ Strengthening Leadership Skills: Rotary, Professional and Personal  
§ Growing a More Dynamic Club  
§ Engaging Members in Changing Your Community & Our World 
§ The Rotary Foundation: Changing Lives  
§ People of Action: Get Your Club Recognized  
§ Your Strategy Plan: Putting It into Action 

 

How Does Someone Register? 
Registration for the Leadership Lab will begin during PETS and continue until May 2024 
or as space permits. Enrollment is limited. 

 

What is the Cost?  
Tuition in the Leadership Lab is $100. Clubs are 
highly encouraged to support the tuition for their 
nominees. 
 

Where Can I Get More Information or 
Enroll? 
Get in touch with the Leadership Lab team.  
rotary5010learning@gmail.com 

Alana Bergh 
Gayle Knepper 

 
 

Inspire & Lead 
Join us for Leadership Lab 2024-25 


